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         Estimator of the Cointegrating Vector
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           1. Introduction

  Problems associated with cointegration

have recently attracted much attention.

Granger(1981) first pointed out that inte-

grated, multiple tirne series may have line-

ar combinations which are stationary. In

such a case those variables are said to be

cointegrated and the transformation matrix

which makes the integrated process station-

ary is called the cointegrating matrix.

Engle and Granger(1987) discuss from a

practical point of view the estimation and

testing procedures for cointegration. Phil-

lips and Ouliaris(1987)develop an as-
ymptotic theory for tests for the presence

of cointegration. Engle and Yoo(1987) ex-

plore the multistep forecasting behavior of

cointegrated processes.

  In this paper we concentrate primarily on

the regression relation among components

of the integrated process and obtain the

asymptotic distribution of the least squares

estimator(LSE) of the regression coeffi-

cient. Especially for the two dimensional

case we compute the limiting distribution

of the normaliz.ed estimator. In Section 2 we

describe a general model for the integrated

progess. In Section 3 we discuss the case

where there exists no cointegration. This

includes as a special case the spurious

regression observed in Granger and New-
bold(1974). Section 4 deals with the case of

cointegration. In these two sections the

limiting distribution functions are obtained

together with percent points and moments.

Proofs of some theorems are provided in

Appendix.

      2. Model and Assumptions

  We assume that the q-dimensional inte-
grated process {yJ-} is generated by

(1) yj=yj-,+uj, y.==O,

where {uj} is a stationary process defined

by

         co co(2) uj=ZCiej-i, 2111Cill<co,
        l=O                   t=o
        co    A=- Z C,*O.
        I=O

Here llMll denotes the square root of the

largest eigenvalue of M'M and {Ej} is a

sequence of i. i. d.(O, Iq) random variables

with Ib being the q × q identity matrix. The

main purpose here is to study asymptotic

properties of regression relations among the

components of{yj}. For this purpose we

decompose yj, ej and A into

(3) yJ=(gY,il)i :, e"=(i;')I ll'

    A-(21,i)I :･

where we assume that

(4) rank (A'i) == qi.
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 194 me za  Let us now consider the regression rela-

tions

(s) y,j= Ay,,･ + uA 2j,

(6) y2j=a'-+Byij+u"'2j,

where

B==tT.,y2jy'ii(tl,yiiy'ij)",

a-'-y'
2-Bg-i, y-i={l}TtT.,yij, y-2=={l}TtT.,y2j,

A- S] (y.- y-,) (y,,- y-,)･

   J'=1
   (tT.,(yij- y` i) (yi,- y-,) r)-'.

Note that B and B are the LSE' s without

and with mean correction respectively.

  In the next section we discuss
asymptotic distributions of A and B when

the matrix A in(2)is nonsingular. The case

when A is singular corresponds to cointe-

gration and is discussed in Section 4.

       3. Nonsingular Case-No
          Cointegration

  In this section we assume that the matrix

A in(2) is nonsingular. This is equivalent

to saying that the spectral matrix flt(to)of

{u.･} evaluated at the origin is nonsingular

since fL`(O)==AA'1(2n). To obtain the
asymptotic distributions of A and B in(5)

and(6) respectively we need the following

lemma, which is proved following the same

lines as in Tanaka(1988).

  Lemma 1 l As T-oo, it holds that
 L( S2 tl,y,yt,)-->L(A vlzAdit),

 L( i2 tl,(yj- y-) (yj- y-)')-L(A wi.4.'),

where L(X)denotes the probability law of

X while

M ee
  vv;!, = yCiJ('i[i -max (s, t) ] dw (s) du (t) t,

  vvh== yg'II'[min (s, t) - st] dw (s) dw (t) r,

with {w(t)} being q-dimensional Brownian

motion with E(w(t))==O and E(w(s)w
i(t) ') =rnin (s, t) Iq.

  Phillips and Durlauf(1986)used different,

but equivalent expressions for VPC,f and VV;g,

which are

   L( vvl,) - L( J[" . (t) .'(t)tdt ),

   L(vvh)-L(J["w(t)w(t)rdt . .

           - .Jc'iw (t) dt .,Jgi. (t)fdt ).

For the derivation of distribution functions

as described in Theorem 2 below the pres-

ent expressions are more convenient. Using

Lemma 1 we now have the following theo-

rem concerning the weak convergence of B

and B, which is proved from Lemma 1
using the continuous mapping theorem.

  Theorem 11 As T-oo, it holds that

    L (B)-L (A', Wh,,,4, (A', winzl,) mi) ,

    L (B).L (A', WIA, (Ar, VVnfIL,) 'i) .

  Note that A'iVVin4i and A'iWhAi are
nonsingular with probability 1 because of

the assumption (4) .

  Let us restrict ourselves to the case qi :

q2=1 so that B and B are scalar and put

Fl (x) =lim P(B < x) =P(`z A.t, VVin4.,

       T-.eo
         1       - -2- (A'2 Win4i +A', Wndl,) > o) ,

n(x) =lim P(B<x) =:P(a A'i WhAi
       T-co
         1       -7(At, VVhA, +At, WhA.,) >O) .
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Then Fl and F> can be calculated from the

following theorem.

  Theorem 21
  E･ (x) =-}+-IF Xcoi Im (qj (0) ) dO,

                           (7'-1, 2),

where Im (Z)is the imaginary part of Z and

epi(0)

q2(e) ==

4i (x),

= [cos

  sin

2ioe, x  cos

x sm

2ie& x ] -S

[ 2ie4, 2iO6,xx ],
'

 1
"i

62 (x)

2ie6, x 2ie6,

=-
ll-(A'i(aAi-A2)

            ± (A'i(zAi-A2))2+IA12).

  We note that epi(0) and q2(e) are the
characteristic functions(c. f.' s) of :A'i VPIf

Ai-(A'2Vva(Ai+A'iWhat42)12 and tA'iWk
Ai- (A'2 WbAi+A'i VP'bA2) 12 respectively.

Moments of Ei(x)can be obtained using

the formula given in Evans and Savin

(1981). .
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  It is noticed that E and F> have the same

mean; the variance of I> is smaller; the
kurtosis pi41o`i-3 of E is 1.95393 while

that of F> is 1.08381. Since pti3=p23==O, the

skewness of Fl and Ei is O. In fact Fl and

a are symmetric about u. To show this we

first note from Appendix that

L(xA'i

  =L(i,

Vvad7A, - ll- (Af, Wndl, + A

co 6i (x) X2n+ 82 (x) Y2

f, VJV),,A,) )

            (n"S)2n2

L (a A'i WhAi - -li- (A'2 VVkAi + A'i Vl>rkA2) )

      co &(x)X2n+&(x) Y2=L(i-,

n),

  Corollary 1: Let thh

central moment of Ei(x)

where

lei=t

k--!-

be the le-th order

.Then we have

P=uri=pt2i==A'iA2Zt4'iAi,

o2,=p,,=k,IA121(At,A,)2,

o2,= pt,,= le,IAI21 (A,,A,) 2,

pt13=Y23=O,

pti4= li d4i, p24= hcr`2,

 2- 12

l, - [ lg72

 =4.95393,

 =1

vacou (cosh u) -Sdu -t== O.89072,

tacoug(sinh u) -Sdu -t-o.3g6s2,

  tacou3 (cosh u) -Sdu - ki 'e] de2i

h [32ov(I'co

 =4.08381.

ui (sinh u) -Sdu - k2 -k] de22

n2n2

n ),

where(Xh, Y;i)'A-NID(O, h) . Then it can be

checked easily that L(x+ p) +L(-x+ pt)

== 1 G=1, 2) implying symmetry about pt.

Moreover it is found that Ei(oj･x+u) (7'--

1, 2) do not depend on A, i. e., the limiting

distributions of (B-p)loi and (B-pt)lo2

are independent of A. More specifically

we have the following corollary.

  Corollary 2 l Let Gi(x)and G2(x)be the

limiting distribution functions of(B-u) loi

and (B- pt) 1th respectively. Then we have

G,･ (x) =: E(ojx+pt)
=e+t 11co{Ir im ( qj (e) ) de,

where epj(e)are the same as epj(0) (7'=1, 2)

in Theorem 2 except that 6i(x) and &(x)

are replaced by

  6i (x), e2 (x) = -IF (cax ± kjx2 + 1),

                            (7'-1, 2)

with ki and le2 given in Corollary 1.

 Figure 1 draws the graphs of gi (x) = dGj

(x)lclx together with the density of N(O,

1).,All distributions have the mean O vari-
                             '

1

l
;
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    Table I

OO O. OO 1. 00.

 Percent Points of Gj(x)

2.00 3. 00

P O.5 O.6 O.7 O.8 O.9 O.95 O.975 O.99

xij=-1)

xij=-2)

O O.20553

O O.22451

e.43324

O.46927

O.72052

O.76797

1.17607

1.21674

1.61712 2.05470

1.62798 2.02047

2.63320

2.52341

ance 1 and skewness O. The kurtosis of Gi･

is 1.95393 while that of G2 is 1.08381, as was

described before. Table 1 reports percent

points of Gj(x) for x2O. The percent point

of jF:i (x) may be recovered from the percent

point xj'of G(x) as ojxj+p. We note in
passing that G2(x) corresponds to the limit-

ihg distribution function of the LSE in the

spurious regression discussed in Granger

and Newbold(1974) and Phillips(1986).

    4. Singular Case-Cointegration

  In Theorem 1 we observe that, if there

exists a q2Xqi matrix B such that A'2=
'BA'i, then B and B both converge in proba-

bility to B=A'2Ai(A'iAi)-'. In this case

the matrix A in(2) becomes singular with

rank (A) =rank (Ai) === qi, which we assume

in thi$ section.

  Let us rewrite (1) with (2) compactly as

(7) (i-L) (ZX') =A (L) e, -(All) e,

      + (A (L) -A) (:j),

where L is the lag operator and

                  co           A(L) == Z C,Li.
                  t=o

Then, premultiplying (-B,Iq2) on both
sides of (7), we have

(8) y,j=By,j+v,j,

where {var} is defined by

     v2j = G' (L) ej,

  G' (L) = (-B, Iq2) (A (L) -A)1 (1-L) :

                               q2 × q.

Note that

A(L) -A
1-L

    co

-- 2C   l=1 i
(

t-1

ZLm,
m =o

)
･

/
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which is well defined because of the second

relation in (2) so that {v2J･} becomes sta-

tionary. Note also that (-B, Iq2) is the co-

integrating matrix which transforms {yj}

into a stationary process {y2j-Byij}.

 We now consider the asymptotic distribu-

tions of B and B defined in (5) and (6)

respectively. For this purpose we first

have the following lemma, which is essen-

tially due to Phillips and Durlauf(1986).

  Lemma 2:For the model (1) with (2) it

holds that, as T-oo,

L(-l}KtT.,yJu'j).L(AwiA.'+t9.,L),

L({li,･tl.,(y,･-y-)ut,･)

                            '  --->L(A( vv} - JCiw(t) dtw (i) ')A'+t9.,i}),

where
    y-=-l}itT.,yj, L==E(uhu'k+j),

    mz} == yg cow(t) dw (t) '.

Let us put
    A=(21') I q,l,

where
    Gr== G' (1)
      =(B[IZco=llCt]a,1)-[tZco=llCl](2,1),

               '        B [ l2co= l lCt]a,2} - [ IZco= l lCt] (2,2>)'

with [M]c,･,h) being the(i le)-th

M. We also define

            P-(;II)I:,

which is a q × q lower triangular

block of

                             matrlx
such that PP'==AA' with rank(P'i)=qi.

Then we have the following theorem.

.

 Theorem 3 : As T-oo, it holds that

L(T(B-B))-.L((A',VV}G+D)t
   (A', Wndl,) -i)

  -L ( (P', VP?}R, +D) ' (P', VVk,A) -i) ,

L(T(B-B))-L((A',(vv}r. ygiw(t)dt

   w (1) ') G+D) ' (A'i VViu4i) -i)

  -L(.p',( vpl -yg'w(t) dt w(1),)A+D)t

   (P', VPlpA) -i) ,

where

          co
      D = 2E(uihv'2,h+j) : q×q2･
         J'=O

  Let us restrict to the case qi== q2=1 as in

the previous section and denote the limit-

ing distributions of T(B-B)and T(B
-B) as Hi(x) and th(x) respectively. We

also put

       /VA17ff O x
    P=k712i)il'lii G･G-(fllllsil27

     -(Z 2)･

Then we have the following results
cerning the limiting distributions of

-B) .and T(B-B).

 con--

T(B

 Theorem 4:
H) (x) =-ll-+-ll ygco-l;i- im (eie{ab-2d) q-,- (e) ) de,

                           (1'-1, 2) ,

where d =D and
                       'oNEV] i,   q-'i(e) ==[cosVi7+2ieab SM -

   q-,(e) =[ -8av2,b2e2 (cosQ-: i)

          +(1-4a2b.2e2)sii}VIi7, ]-S,

       v == 4 iea2 (x + iec2) .

!



 198 me za  The first two moments of H)･(x)are
given by the following corollaty.

  Corollary 3 : Let pt',･k be the fe-th order

raw moment of IL･(x). Then we have

 , 2d-ab                b
pt11= 2a2 Mi+" Zi-,

 , 2d-ab
U21== 2a2 nl,

pt'i2= 2bi2 +( 4C2ia23b2 + 2abd3 )mi

       (2d-ab)2
     +          8a4 M2,
pt'22= b2 2+a;C2 ni+-il;? n2± (2dsMa,ab)2 n3,

where
   mi == Ygcou (cosh u) Sdu =5.56286,

               tt   m2 == JCcou3 (cosh u) '}du =135.66249,

   n, = ygco.g(,inh .) -tdu = lo.7ss26,

   n2=Icout(sinh u) -g(1-cosh u) du

    =-2.64149,
   n3": Y('coui(sinl} u) -Sdu =372.35719.

  In general H)(x)are not symmetric.
There exists no transformation that makes
the limiting distributions of T(B-B) and

T(B-B) independent of parameters a, b,

c and d. It, however, can be shown that, if

b==d =O, then H)(x) are symmetric about
the origin. In that case H)(cjcla), i. e., the

limiting distributions of T(A-B) and T

(B-B) multiplied by alc, do not depend

on a and c. We also have the following
central moments of H)(cxla) with b=d=

ol

Xl == P'11= Xl'21 =O,

o2i= pt'i2= mi, o22= pt'22 = ni'

pt13=pt23=O,

M   ee

pti4 == iiltTAcou` (co.sh u) -}( u (tanh u) 2

    lg ,.h .-g .)d. -

  =203.49373,

pt24==
8t ,(100uf(sinh u)-}(u2(c'oth u)2

    -coth u-gu2)du

  = 558.53578.

Therefore the kurtosis is 3.57589 for 7'=1

and 1.82578 for 7'=2.

  Figure 2 draws graphs of the limiting
probability densities of T(B-B)loi･alc
and T(B-B)lo2･alc, i. e., those of H)(c

ojxla) (7`=1, 2) for which b=d=O together

with the density of IV (O, 1) . Table II reports

percent points of H}(caixla)with b =d==O.

      (Department of Economics,

              Hitotsubashi University)

              Appendix

  Proof of Tlheorem 2 : Let us consider
first R (x) = P(.Xi >O) ,

where
 xi = .)('i.J["[i-max (s, t) ]du (s)'Hdw (t) ,

         ,1H== tA,A , - -2- (A,At, +A,At,) .

Note that the eigenvalues of H are 6i(x)

and 62(x). It is known(see, for example,

Varberg(1966)) that the eigenvalues of the

integral equation

    g(t) == Ay['i[1-max (s, t) ]g (s) ds

are given by a=(n-t)2n2(n=1,2･i･).

Thus Mercer's theorem(Hochstadt(1973))

yields

L(.)fi)

-L(i=,

,..

 L(yg'J("[i -max (s, t) ] (si (x)

 dw, (s) du,(t) +&(x) dw, (s)

 du2 (t)))

    oo &(x) W2in+62(x) VV22n

(n-S)2.2

)
･
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  Table II

-1. 00 D. OO 1. 00

 Percent Points of Hj (cOjx/a)

2.00 3.00

P O.5 O.6 O.7 O.8 O.9 O.95 O.975 O.99

xij=1) O O.17437 O.37407

xG=2) O O.20569 O.43422

O.64288

O.72379

1.11045 1.59910 2.10493 2.79217

1.18434 1.63078 2.07748 2.69403

wh ere ( VVi n, VPSn) ' "- AUD (O, h) . Then it can

be checked that the c. f. epi(e)of Xl is given

as in the theorem, which leads us to the

expression for E(x). .
  The expression for Ei(x) =P(Xi>O)can

be proved similarly, where

 .x3, == yg'yg'[min (s, t) -st]dw (s)tHdw (t) .

Since the eigenvalues for the integral equa-

tion with the kemel rnin(s, t) -st are given

by n2n2(n=1, 2, ･･･), we arrive at the c. f. q2

(e)of Xi as given in the theorem to obtain

E, (x).

  Proof of Corollarg 1 1 Let us denote by

p3k the k-th order raw moment of ,Fli(x).

Then, because of the formula given in

Evans and Savin(1981), we have

,
1

pt J'h= T(k)
Icoe,-i( Ok

     de,,

where

Oeh,
Mj(- 0i, &))

e2 =o

mi (- 0i, &) =[cosVZil-fii cosVZil-=Zill]S,

m,(-e,,&)=[si{>VsilFiE:;: siettfZil-=Zilll ii ]-S,

        ai= - eiA'iAi+ &A'iA2,
        a2 == a2i + e221A12.

Partially differentiating mj(- ei, &) with

respect to & and evaluating at e2=O we
obtain results described in the corollary. In

the course pf computation we used com-

puter algebra REDUCE.

         `
Proof of Theorem 4 l We have H)(x) ==P

( L･ >O) (7'-1, 2),

where
yi = a2x .(1')gi[1 -max (s, t) ] dwi (s) dui (t)

    -Pf, VV}R-d, ･
n ,= a2x Jg'ygi[min (s, t) -st] dni (s) dwi(t)

    - p'i( vv} - 11iw (t) dw (t) ') A- d,

P'i == (a, O), P'2= (b, c).

SUPPose that ej= (eij, E2j)'･--NID(O, h)and

1
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define

c -( ,'･, l. 2) Tx T,

M=IT--iTee', f=

El = (en, ･･･, elT) ',

E =(e'1, e'2)'.

, ff z
a

e=:
(l) T×i,

 (T, T-1, ･･･, 1)t,

E2=(E21, "', E2T)',

Then it can be shown using Lemmas 1 and

2 that L( YiT)-L(2 Yl) and L( Y>T).L(2
YS), where

       2aT2,X ctc-a ee' -"f c'

YiT== e' E            -aTcc o
    +ab-2d,
h.==
    2aT2,XcrMc-a*(ee'--l}Tfe' }ef')

 E'

- af C･M

o

  ac-TMC

e+ab-2d.

Thus we have only to obtain the limiting c.

L's of KT and nT.
 Let the c. f.'s of YiT and Y5T be qiT(0)

and ep2T(e)respectively. Then we have

p i.(e) =:

where
      6BIT=

I.-
2 ie

7
-Hsll-

T
BjT

C'C-abee',

 1
-7 eie{ab-2d),

.

(i'-1, 2),

 B2T = T C'MC-db( ee' l} .fe' l}, eft),

 6=2a2(x+iec2).
For these BjT's there exist continuous and

symmetric functions K)(s, t) defined on [O,

1] × [O, 1] that satisfy

   /j.m. m,{v,x IBjT(le, l) -K,(-i¥,-, -S)l- o,

where
 Ki (s, t) -6(1-max (s, t)) -ab,

 Kii (s, t) =6(min (s, t) -st) -ab (s+t-1).

- ee
It is impossible to obtain eigenvalues of

Ki and Kh explicitly, but we can derive the

Fredholm determinants Dj(A)associated
with Ki as follows.

                   sinV]iS-  Di (A) = cos ms + Aab
                    me ･
  D, (A) = 2a62,b2 (cosos-i) +(i+ Aa3b2)

        sinVJIE-

          as ･
Then ep,･T(e)-[D,･(2iO)]-i'2exp(ie(ab-2

d))as T.oo, which gives q-
,･ (e)in the

theorem. This, in tum, gives expressions
for M･ (x).
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